STOCK & CUSTOM RESIDENTIAL BUILDING SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Nowhere else in North America can companies find from one source the technical expertise, scope of materials, components and custom products for the integrated solutions they require.

LIVING SPACES D-CONSTRUCTED

ABOUT OLON

Olon is one of North America's leading single source manufacturers of quality component and custom solutions serving the furniture and cabinet industry for over 35 years. The entrepreneurial spirit and unwavering commitment to our customers that was the cornerstone of our business in 1981 remains the foundation of everything we do today.

Olon's residential product offering is second-to-none including a full range of signature NEXGEN/registered TFL & HPL matching components, custom mouldings, laminates and a vast selection of solid wood, plywood and vinyl miterfold drawer components.

Olon's unique trademarked laminate process, NEXGEN/registered, uses TFL (Melamine) and HPL décor paper saturated with specialty resins that allow the laminate to be very flexible while maintaining the colour as well as the heat & wear resistance of TFL. This formulation allows Olon to provide a pre-finished product with synergistic products to the woodworking industry with the following features:

• Perfect match with no discoloration or fading over time
• Exceeds CARB 2 Compliance Standards
• Antimicrobial protection, resistance against bacterial growth on the surface
• Surface performance comparable to TFL & Vertical Grade HPL
• Delamination resistant in high heat environments
• Outperforms vinyl, foils and topcoated papers

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

• NEXGEN/registered & Custom Wrapped 5 Piece Door Mouldings
• NEXGEN/registered & Custom Wrapped Accessory Mouldings
• Custom Profile Mouldings
• NEXGEN/registered LINK25 & Custom Formable Laminate
• NEXGEN/registered Edgebanding
• Miterfold Drawers
• Solid Wood & Plywood Drawers

DRAWER COMPONENTS

Olon's vinyl wrapped miterfold drawers are equally important components. These designer finish drawers in modern woodgrains, solid colours and linen looks provide high volume, quick assembly units for manufacturers of residential office furniture, garage storage, media centers, laundry rooms and closets. Olon offers a full range of solid wood, plywood, dovetail, Quick-Ship and custom drawer options to the product offering to complete the One-Stop-Shop for all residential building projects. Beautiful drawers customized with laser engraving and branding are the final touch to a beautiful piece of furniture.

Whether inside or out, Olon provides a multitude of solutions. For more information please see olon.com or follow us on Facebook or Twitter.
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Olon Industries manufactures profile-wrapped door mouldings for fabricators of 5 piece doors for the kitchen & bath, office, closet and residential furniture markets. Available with exacting quality, low order quantities and quick delivery, in over 80 stock profiles and over 220 North American TFL & HPL colours.

NEXGEN INTERIOR DOOR MOULDINGS
Olon Interior Door Components are pre-finished, extremely easy to assemble and offer all the same great benefits as our traditional 5 piece door cabinet mouldings. Exact match colours for pantry, closet or pocket doors or use contrasting colours for barn doors. Custom solutions for door frames and jams are available.

NEXGEN ACCESSORY MOULDINGS
Olon Accessory Moulding profiles offer the most complete program wrapped with our NEXGEN decorative laminates with built-in antimicrobial protection. Our mouldings are high heat, fade and scratch resistant. They are available in 9 stock profile styles in exact matches to over 220 North American TFL & HPL colours and perfectly complete our 5 piece door program.

LINK25 FORMABLE LAMINATE
NEXGEN LINK25 formable laminate, in continuous rolls or 4’ x 9’ sheets, was developed to complement TFL where exact colour and texture matches are essential. LINK25 is recommended for vertical or light duty horizontal surfaces and is used as an alternative to TFL in environments where high heat and high humidity are expected or control is not possible. LINK25 is postformable for edges, tops or corners, bonds with conventional adhesives. LINK25 is ideal for both refacing projects and new installations.

CUSTOM LAMINATES
Olon profiles may be hand-wrapped as individual components or produced as large volume runs on substrates that include MDF, HDF, aluminum, plastic/PVC, wood, steel or fiberglass. Wraps include veneer, reconstituted veneer, decorative papers (30G-120G), 2D or 3D Laminates, polypropylene, fabric, leather or in NEXGEN decorative laminates. Capabilities include: CNC machining, cut to size, drilling, milling, folding and capping. We also offer hand wraps. Profiles are manufactured using vacuum forming to allow for best yields, UV coating, die-cutting, embossing or other finishing processes as required.

EDGEBANDING
Olon offers high heat resistant, pliable, formable and machineable edgebandings. Edgebandings are made with a variety of high heat resistant, pre-glued or non-glued adhesive. Polypropylene is commonly used for high heat work, while polyurethane, acrylic or polyurethane-acrylic are used for lower heat work. We stock a large variety of colours, and can produce custom colours and textures. Custom widths are available to suit your needs.

MITERFOLD DRAWER BOXES
Olon Miterfold systems are designed to increase production efficiency and productivity. Drawers, drawers boxes and components are made of various materials, including wood, MDF, Particle Board and others. The Miterfold design allows for quick assembly and easy modification.

WOOD DRAWER BOXES & COMPONENTS
Olon offers high quality drawer boxes and components. HPL, Melamine and Other materials are used for various uses. We can customize the design and size to fit your needs.

CUSTOM PROFILE & CUSTOM WRAPPED MOULDINGS
Olon can create custom profiles to meet your needs. Whether you need a one-of-a-kind design or a bulk order, we can work with you to create the perfect solution.

Step back and D-Construct your finished kitchen design while reflecting on the many components Olon can supply to complete your project. Create simplicity in sourcing and one-stop-shop with Olon for all your NEXGEN and custom component needs.
Step back and D-Construct your finished kitchen design while reflecting on the many components Olon can supply to complete your project.

Create simplicity in sourcing and one-stop-shop with Olon for all your NEXGEN® and custom component needs.
Bathroom design has never been so easy. All Olon components give the look and feel of luxury and quality whether it's a full room design or a statement vanity piece.
Whether it’s a closet, pantry, media center, garage, laundry room or home office, think of Olon components first. Multiple styles, textures and colours that are appropriate for quality design in all rooms of the house.
IT ALL COMES TOGETHER AT

FIND US ONLINE ON twitter & facebook
VISIT US AT OLON.COM

LOCATIONS

GEORGETOWN, ON
Tel: (800) 387-2319
Fax: (905) 877-7383
NEXGEN® Mouldings
Custom Wrapped & Profiled Mouldings
Miterfold Drawer Components

GENEVA, IL
Tel: (630) 232-4705
Fax: (630) 232-4719
NEXGEN® LINK25
Formable Laminate
NEXGEN® Edgebanding
Custom Laminates

JEFFERSONVILLE, IN
Tel: (812) 256-6400
Fax: (812) 256-6450
NEXGEN® Mouldings
Custom Wrapped & Profiled Mouldings

WASHINGTON, IN
Tel: (800) 522-8521
Fax: (812) 254-2981
Miterfold & KD Drawer Components

LEXINGTON, NC
Tel: (336) 357-0777
Fax: (336) 357-0570
Wood Drawer Components